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The birati.onal transf.ormation .of a linear system .of curves .on a surface 
can e.asily be so defined that the transf.orm .of a system with.out fixed 
components is again a system with.out fixed components. But acc.ording t.o 
th is definiti.on the notion .of a "c.omplete system" (VOLLSCHAR) . that is .of 
a linear system whieh is n.ot contained in a larger .one. is n.ot invadant. 
For instance. a Crem.ona transformation of the well~known type with 3 
singular p.oints: 

transforms the c.omplete system .of all straight lines .of the plane int.o a 
system of conics with th ree basic points. which is n.ot c.omplete. because 
it is contained in the larger system .of all c.onics .of the plane. 

In .order to estabHsh the invariance .of the noti.on .of a c.omplete system. 
the Italian geometers have introduced the n.oti.on .of virtual multiplicity .of 
an assigned base-point of a linear system. The system of c.onics with 3 
base-points. obtained by the above transf.ormati.on. is complete. if these 
base-p.oints are assigned with virtual multiplicity 1. that means. if only 
those larger systems are let int.o c.onsider·ati.on. wh.ose curves have in these 
p.oints at least these multiplicities. 

But it is not en.ough t.o consider .ordinary base p.oints with assigned multi~ 
plieities; one has t.o consider also "infinitely near" base points. F.or instance. 
the transf.ormation 

transforms the system .of all strai·ght lines of the plane int.o a system of 
conies with tw.o .ordinary base p.oints Pand Q and a "neighbour point" Pl' 
infinitely near to P. The conies of the system have at least multiplicity 1 
at Pand Q. and the sum of their multiplicities at Pand PI is at least 2. 
some .of them having a d.ouble point at Pand others passing thr.ough Pand 
Pl' With these assigned virtual multiplicities the system is complete . 

. The n.oti.ons .of neighbour points and multiplicities in them can be strietly 
defined. accol'ding to NOETHER. ENRIQUES. and ZARISKI. but the. analysis 
is very complicated and the extensi.on to m.ore than 2 dimensi.ons seems 
hardly p.ossible. Theref.ore it is desirabie t.o .find a simpier n.oti.on. by whieh 
the analysis .of neighbour points is av.oidable and which can easily be 
generalised. This simpier n.otion turns .out t.o be the n.oti.on .of valuation. 
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Let ; be a general point of an algebraic surface F . Rational functions of 
.; are quotients of forms f (n I g (;) of equal degrees. They form a field . 
invariant on birational transformation. Now consider valuations w of this 
field . whose 'Values w ('YJ) are real numbers. with the well~known properties 

w('YJO = w('YJ) + w(O 
w('YJ + ~) ;;;: Min {w('YJ). w(~)} 
w(a) = 0 for constant a 

Any such valuation d~fines a valuation ideal V. consisting of those 
elements 'YJ whose values are positive. situated in the valuation ring v. which 
consists of the e1ements'YJ of non~negative value. and a rest class field 
vi t>. which is a field of .algebraic functions of 0 or 1 variabIe. 

This number 0 or 1 is caHed the dimension of the valuation . In the more 
general case. when F is replaced by a variety of r dimensions. the dimension 
of the valuation can be any one of the numbers O. 1. . . .. (r - 1 ) . We 
l'estriet ourselves. however. to valuations of dimension (r - 1 ) . As 
ZARISKI has shown. these valuations are discrete. that is. they can be 
normed in such a way that the values w ('YJ) are whole rational numbers. 

Any valuation w can be extended to forms f of arbitrary degree g. by 
the definition 

w (f) = Max. w (;jg f(~)). 
} 

The values w (f) . so defined. are non~negative whole numbers. Secondly. 
if the surface F is free from singular curves. the valuation w can he 
extended to curves ConF. the 'Value w(C) being defined as the minimum 
of all values w (f) for all forms f. whose intersections with the surface 
contain the curve C. These values w(C) are again non-.negative. and the 
value w(C + D) for a reducible curve C + D is the sum of the values 
w (C) + w (D). Moreover . the value w (C) of any curve C of a Iinear 
system of curves is at least equal to the minimum of the values of the basic 
curves of the system. 

An example of such a valuation is the multiplicity w(C) of the curve C 
in a point P of F. Another example is the sum of the multiplicities of C 
in Pand in a neighbour point Plof P. This sum can also be defined as 
the minimum of the multiplicities of intersection of C with an arhitrary 
curve branch passing by Pand Pl ' In the same way a valuation can he 
defined for any neighbour point of P. also to those of higher order. by 
means of branches passing through them. 

On comparing these examples with those gi'Ven before for assigned 
virtual multiplicities of base points of linear systems of conies. one sees 
that the notion of virtual multiplieity can be defined just as weil with the 
aid of valuations without maki.ng use of the concept of infinitely near 
points. Por instead of assigning virtual multiplicities to base points and 
their neighbour points. one can assi'gn "virtual (mÎJJ.imal) values" Wo for 
the values w(C) of the curves C of a Iinear system in certain valuations w. 
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In order to work out this idea, we must introduce a distinction between 
"higher" and "Iower" valuations. To any valuation W corresponds an 
irreducible manifold I on F, such that all forms f containing I have a 
positive value W (f), and all forms f ·not containing I have the value O. 
Thè dimension of I canbe any one of the numbers 0, 1, " ', d , where d is 
the dim en sion of the valuation (hence in our case d = r - 1 ). H the 
dimension of I is (r - 1 ), the valuation is called a higher valuation, if it 
is less, a lower one. The higher valuations are also called prime divisors 
("Kurvenprimteiler" in the terminology of H. W. E. JUNO). In the case 
of a surface F the higher valuations corresponds to irreducible curves I 
on F: if C contains the curve I with multiplicity m, the value w(C) is m. 
The lower valuations correspond to points P on F and their neighbour 
points PI' P 2 ... : the value w( C) is theminimum multiplicity of intersection 
of the curve C with an arbitrary curve branch passing through the neigh~ 
bour point in question. 

It is a generally adopted convention, not to assign virtual values Wo in 
higher valuations, but only in lower valuations w. This means geome~ 
trically, th at no fixed components are assigned for linear systems of curves, 
but only basic points and their neighbour points. But even these lower 
virtual values Wo cannot be assigned al'bitrarily, for there is a very useful 
general theorem in the Italian theory, to the effect that any complete 
linear system with assigned virtual values can be represented as the 
difference of two linear systems without fixed components, whose virtual 
values are equal to their effective ones, the effective value of a linear 
system in any valuation w being defined as the minimum of the values 
w (C) for all curves of the system. In order to verify this theorem it is 
necessary to restrict the virtual values to those which can be represented 
as differences of the effective values of two linear systems I Cl I and I C2 1 

without fixed components, so that the equation 

Wo = Min w(Cd - Min w(C2 ) 

holds for all valuations w. Adopting this restriction, the theorem just 
mentioned can be proved and generalised to r dimensions. 

As I said before, the aim of the theory is birational invariance. Now the 
notion of valuation is invariant by itself,and so is the restriction to valu~ 
ations of dimension (r - 1). The distinction between higher and lower 
valuations, however, is not invariant: any lower valuation can be trans~ 
formed birationally into a higher one. The transformation of a linear system 
is governed in the Italian theory by the following rules: 

1 0. H a basic point with virtual multiplicity Wo and effective multi~ 
plicity wl is transformed into a curve, this curve is to be taken into the 
transformed system as a fixed component with multiplicity m = Wl - Wo· 

2°. H, conversely, a fix'ed component of the linear system with multi~ . 

plicity m is transformed into a point, the virtual multiplicity of this point 
is defined by the equation m = wl - wo. 
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30
• The multiplicities of all other fixed components remain unchanged. 

40
• For all basic points and neighbour points which are not transformed 

into curves the differences wl - Wo remain unchanged. 
These rules can be combined into one general principle of Invariance, 

valid for all higher and lower valuations: 
The difference Wl - Wo bet ween effective and virtual value of a linear 

system in any valuation shall remain unchanged upon birational trans~ 

formation. 
This principle can be extended without any change to r dimensions. 

The virtual value in a higher valuation being zero, the effective multiplicities 
of all fixed components of the transformed system are determined by the 
principle of invariance. The variabIe components are simply the transforms 
of the variabIe components of the original system, The fixed and variabIe 
components of all curv'es of the transformed system being thus determined. 
the effective values Wl are fixed. and as thedifferences Wl - Wo .are again 
determined by the principle of invariance. the virtual values Wo are fixed 
also. 

IE a linear system I C I is contained in a larger system I D I with the 
same virtual multiplicities, the transformed system I C' I is contained in 
i D'I· From this theorem follows at once the invariance of the notion of a 
complete system. 

The nötionssum and difference of complete systems are also invariant 
on birational transformation, if their virtual values are deHned as sums 
and differences of the virtual values of the component systems. The com~ 
plete systems with 3ssigned virtual values form upon addition an ahelian 
semi~group . which can he extended to a group by the adjunction of"virtual" 
differences IC I-I D I. to which mayor may not correspond effective 
linear systems. 

The proofs of the theorems announced in this note are contained in a 
manuscript, which I hope is not lost and shall he published some time. 


